
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Bostik STYLE BASE is a foundation of concrete flooring before applying liquid putty with Bostik STYLE FLOOR. The foundation gives 
better adhesion and prevents moisture penetration before the application of liquid putty.

AREA OF USAGE
Bostik STYLE BASE should be used only on concrete floors and indoors in dry areas.

WORKING INSTRUCTION
The concrete substrate must be clean and maintain good surface strength. Laitance should be mechanically removed. The floor 
should hold at least + 10C and RF (relative humidity) below 90% and decreasing. Raising damp should not occur. Bostik STYLE 
BASE should be applied in two layers. The product is ready for use and should not be diluted. After the first treatment has dried 
(approx. 30 min. at + 20C), apply the second layer 90 degrees offset to the first. Allow to dry (approx. 60 minutes. at + 20C) 
before applying liquid putty. The liquid putty with Bostik STYLE FLOOR should be applied within 24 hours, otherwise a new foundation 
must be carried out.

SAFETY
The product’s contents are not classed as hazardous to health or flammable according to applicable legislation. For additional 
information, please refer to the product’s safety data sheet.
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Disclaimer: The technical data we present, as well as our instructions and re-
commendations are all based on a variety of tests and our experience. They are 
intended to help the user to find the most suitable working method and get the 
best possible results. Since the users working conditions is beyond our control, 
we cannot accept any responsibility for the results obtained by the product.
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TECHNICAL DATA
Properties before application

Processing Temp + 15C- + 20C, Room and 
Substrate Temp. Minimal film 
formation. +10C&period at 
40-75 % RF.

Application Soft brush or Anza Elit roller.

Usage approx. 0,3 kg/kvm with 2 
applications.

Packaging 12 kg can, 50 pounds/pallet

Drying time 30-60 minutes

Cleaning of tools Water, uncured material.

Storage Protect from freezing. 12 
months. in unopened packag-
ing.
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